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Abstract—Researchers in the Ultrasound Tomography com-
munity face a high barrier to entry, due to the high cost and
lead times associated with custom transducer arrays. For this
work, 16-element linear array transducer modules have been
developed for an open-source, low-cost, ring array with low inter-
element variation. A module prototype was characterised using a
hydrophone to measure the pressure field from each element, and
the transmit frequency response. The measured average elevation
and lateral plane skews were 0.41◦ and 2.07◦, the elevation
beamwidth was 8.1 mm ± 0.23 mm, and after normalisation
the standard deviation in transmit amplitude spectrum between
elements was 8%, averaged across all frequencies. The low inter-
element variation in these parameters suggests that an ideal
transducer model could be used to represent the elements during
image reconstruction, which could be based on measurements
from only a subset of elements, simplifying preliminary UST
work for end users.

Index Terms—tomography, transducer, open-source, low-cost

I. INTRODUCTION

Mammographic breast cancer screening extends lives, but
false positive and over-diagnosed results can damage the well-
being of previously healthy women [1]. Ultrasound Tomogra-
phy (UST) is non-ionising, requires no breast compression,
and is promising since it can provide quantitative 3D maps
of the sound speed [2] and acoustic absorption [3] of breast
tissue, which could be used to make better treatment decisions.
For widespread adoption of UST, faster methods that still
provide high quality images are required. New methods must
be validated experimentally, but there is a high barrier to
entry, since UST hardware is not available off-the-shelf, and
custom systems are expensive. A modular UST system that
is manufactured in-house could make it easier to test new
methods, without the expense and lead times associated with
custom commercial transducers. Following earlier prototyping
[4], this work details the further development of a 16-element
transducer module for an open-source transducer system. It
is designed to be low-cost, with fabrication processes that do
not rely on specialist equipment, making it accessible to end
users.
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II. DESIGN OF A MODULAR UST SYSTEM

A modular research system can be reconfigured into various
2D and 3D apertures of different sizes, and is also easier to
maintain, characterise and extend in future. Figure 1 shows the
standard 2D ring array configuration for this system, which is
approximated by a hexadecagon, constructed from 16 linear
array modules, and has a diameter of 220 mm. Arrays with
dense spatial sampling are impractical to manufacture, and
require a data acquisition system with thousands of channels
or multiplexing capability. Instead the standard ring aperture
for this system has only 256 elements, to match the number
of channels available on common data acquisition platforms.
Advanced UST systems rotate or translate arrays to access
more spatial sampling positions [5], but static systems with
256 elements are still valuable for preliminary UST experi-
ments [6]. Although 256 elements gives a sparse aperture, full
waveform methods can be used to reconstruct high resolution
images with fewer measurement positions than are required
for ray-based tomography [7].

Fig. 1. Top: CAD mock-up of the standard ring aperture. Bottom: 16-element
prototype transducer module at different assembly stages.

Linear arrays are typically made from diced PZT slabs,
but this system uses off-the-shelf individual PZT bars as an
accessible alternative. The PZT thickness is 1 mm, giving
a half-wavelength in-air resonance of 2 MHz. For 2D UST
ring arrays, the beams are focused in the elevation plane
and unfocused in the lateral plane. To select an element
elevation height that gives a narrow beamwidth across the
entire ring array, pressure fields from elements with varying
heights were simulated across the 220 mm ring diameter,



using the acoustic field propagator from the k-Wave toolbox
[8]. The elements were represented as band-limited source
distributions [9], on a 20 × 140 × 930 grid, with a 0.25 mm
step size, a uniform 1500 m/s sound speed, a 2 MHz source
frequency, and a 1 mm element lateral width. The pressure on
the element elevation plane was multiplied by a flipped copy
of itself to find the transmit-receive sensitivity between two
opposite elements, shown in Figure 2. The -6 dB beamwidth
of this sensitivity, as a function of axial position, is shown for
each elevation height in Figure 2. A height of 10 mm was
selected, since it gives a beamwidth less than 8 mm through
the entire 140 mm region of interest. The beamwidth at the
centre of the array is predicted to be 7.5 mm. In the lateral
plane, a 10 mm × 1 mm element produces an opening angle
of 50◦. Although decreasing the element width would give
a larger opening angle, wider elements have a larger area
which provides a higher sensitivity, and they are easier to
handle during assembly which may help to increase yields
and decrease inter-element variation.
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Fig. 2. Top: Transmit-receive sensitivity for an element with 10 mm elevation
height (normalised in the y-direction at each axial z-position). Bottom:
Dependence of axial beamwidth profile on element elevation height. A 140
mm region of interest, representing a breast, is highlighted with dashed lines.

The system uses a single tungsten-epoxy matching layer on
the front of each PZT element. Araldite Standard epoxy resin
(Huntsman) was chosen since it is cheap and its high viscosity
prevents settling of tungsten particles. For a single matching
layer, the required acoustic impedance is Zm =

√
ZPZTZw =√

31× 1.5 = 6.77 MRayl. Acoustic property measurements
performed in-house show that this impedance is provided by
a composite with a 86.9% tungsten weight ratio, which has a
sound speed of 1317 m/s, and requires a quarter wavelength
matching layer thickness of λ/4 = 165 mm at 2 MHz.

For the backing layer, a tungsten weight ratio of 80.8% was
used, which is estimated to provide an absorption coefficient
of α ≈ 7.8 dB/cm at 0.6 MHz, using linear interpolation from
[10]. This provides 37 dB of absorption across the 48 mm
round-trip through the backing, at the lowest frequency com-
ponent previously seen in the spectrum of internally reflected
waves, measured during pulse-echo tests [4]. A scattering
structure was used on the rear face of the backing layer with
a wedge angle of 45◦, to further increase attenuation in the

backing layer, shown in Figure 3B.

III. ASSEMBLY METHODS

A cross-sectional schematic of the transducer can be seen
in Figure 3B. First, individual 10 mm × 1 mm × 1 mm PZT
bars (American Piezo Ceramics) were placed in slots in a 3D-
printed polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) mould, with 1.165 mm depth.
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Fig. 3. A: Matching layer deposition process. B: Cross sectional transducer
module schematic. C: Alignment of PZT bars with PCB and housing. D:
Backing layer casting. E: Connecting to ribbon cable. F: Mould used for
transducer encapsulation.

For the matching layer, 5 µm tungsten powder (Tungsten Al-
loys, UK) and Araldite Standard epoxy resin were mixed using
a silicone bowl and spatula for 10 minutes. The composite was
scraped over the PZT bars using a razor blade at a 45◦ angle,
filling the quarter-wavelength space above each PZT bar, as
shown in Figure 3A. The PVA mould was then dissolved in
water to remove the matched PZT bars. Next, rear electrodes
were terminated to pads on an interconnect PCB using 8331-
14G conductive epoxy (MG Chemicals). Matched PZT bars
were placed into another slotted 3D-printed PVA mould, to
align them relative to each other and also to the PCB and
transducer housing, shown in Figure 3C. The tungsten-epoxy
backing layer was prepared as previously, and cast directly
behind the PZT bars, shown in Figure 3D. After curing, the
PVA alignment mould was dissolved in water. A 34-conductor
shielded round ribbon cable (3M) was terminated to a header



on the PCB using an insulation displacement connector, and
secured to the transducer housing, shown in Figure 3E. Next,
the front electrodes were terminated to the PCB using con-
ductive epoxy, and the transducer was wrapped in copper
foil, which was soldered to the cable braid, shown in Figure
1. The transducer was encapsulated using Araldite Standard
epoxy and a 3D-printed PVA mould, shown in Figure 3F,
but the PZT elements were left uncoated. Future transducers
will use a polyurethane rubber with an acoustic impedance
approximately equal to water, to encapsulate the PZT elements
without affecting the acoustic propagation. Finally, the cable
was terminated with a DL5-260P connector (ITT Cannon),
which was housed in a 3D-printed PLA backshell with copper
foil lining.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

A. Hydrophone scans

Hydrophone scans were performed to evaluate the far field
beam shapes generated by the elements. Measurements were
taken in degassed and deionised water at 22.6 ◦C using an
X-Y stepper motor positioning system (Precision Acoustics).
All 16 channels were driven by a 3 cycle tri-state pulse at 2
MHz and a 50 V amplitude, using a Vantage-256 (Verasonics).
Signals were acquired using a 200 mm needle hydrophone
(Precision Acoustics) connected to an oscilloscope (InfiniiVi-
sion DSOX3024A, Keysight), using 128 averages in a 345
× 192 point grid, with a uniform point spacing of 0.261
mm, located 31.3 mm from the transducer surface, on a plane
approximately perpendicular to the transducer beam axis. The
hydrophone frequency response was deconvolved from the
measured signals, and band-pass filtering was applied (500
kHz - 5 MHz). Next a Tukey window was applied to the
filtered signals, and these were then projected to the transducer
source plane, using the angular spectrum method [11], giving
a 3D pressure field. To examine the beam shape produced
by a single element, the pressure time series representing
the element in the source plane were isolated from the other
elements, using a binary mask. For each element, the masked
pressure time series were re-projected forwards into the far
field to a distance of z = 140 mm, and the temporal peak at
each point was extracted.

B. Evaluation of inter-element skew

The skew of the beam axis in the far field was measured
for each element in the elevation and lateral planes. To
define the main beam axis, a 3D linear fit to the maximum
pressure at each axial position was performed. This axis was
projected onto the elevation and lateral planes, and the bulk
misalignment of the PZT array with respect to the hydrophone
measurement plane was then removed by subtracting the mean
skew from the skew of each element.

Figure 4 shows a distribution of the inter-element elevational
skews centred on zero with a standard deviation of σ =
0.41◦, and a maximum of 0.67◦. During image reconstruction
of UST data from a ring array, it is assumed that the fan-
shaped beams generated by each element are coplanar. The
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Fig. 4. Top: Temporal peak pressure distribution in the elevation plane of
element 1 (normalised in the y-direction at each axial z-position). Bottom:
Histograms showing the beam axis skew in the elevation and lateral planes,
and the transmit-receive beamwidth.

very low inter-element elevational skew seen here suggests
that this system could satisfy this assumption. Figure 4 also
shows that the inter-element lateral skew distribution has a
standard deviation of σ = 2.07◦, and a maximum of 3.62◦,
which is higher than the elevational skews. However, larger
angular skews are tolerable in the lateral plane, since the
beam is very divergent. The negligible misalignment shown
here is significant, since it means that end users do not need
to measure individual element skews or model their effect
during image reconstruction. It should be noted that inter-
element skew has only been evaluated here within a single
transducer module. To guarantee alignment throughout the
entire ring, each PZT element array must be well aligned with
its transducer housing, and the module housings themselves
must be well aligned. These additional factors are currently
being investigated.

C. Evaluation of elevation beamwidth

The transmit-receive beamwidths were estimated using the
re-projected 3D pressure fields. For each element, the elevation
plane was extracted using a maximum intensity projection,
and a region between z = 80 mm and z = 140 mm was
extracted and multiplied by a flipped copy of itself, to give the
transmit-receive sensitivity. The -6 dB beamwidth at the ring
array centre z = 110 mm was then calculated in the elevation
direction. Figure 4, shows a distribution of beamwidths with a
mean of µ = 8.1 mm and a standard deviation of σ = 0.23 mm.
This is slightly larger than the 7.5 mm beamwidth predicted
previously, which suggests that the effective elevation height of
the elements is shorter than their physical size of 10 mm. This
is consistent with the geometry of the matching layers, since



the bottom 0.5 mm of each electrode is used for an electrical
connection. The low inter-element variation in beamwidth
suggests that the elements could be assumed to have identical
directional responses, during image reconstruction. Addition-
ally, the close agreement between the simulated and measured
beamwidths suggests that the physical element elevation height
is a good approximation to the effective radiating elevation
height of each element. These factors are important, since it
removes the need for end users to measure the beamwidths of
every element, which could allow preliminary UST work to
progress faster.

D. Evaluation of transmit frequency response

The transmit frequency response was measured using the
same equipment setup as for the hydrophone scan, but with
a transducer-hydrophone separation of 99 mm. For each ele-
ment, the hydrophone was aligned with the beam axis using
the X-Y positioning system to locate the maximum pressure in
the measurement plane. Each element was driven in isolation
using a single positive pulse with a 16 ns width, and an 80
V drive voltage. The signals from 66 ms to 70.5 ms were
extracted and then band pass filtered (500 kHz - 5 MHz). The
hydrophone frequency response was deconvolved and then a
Tukey window was applied, giving the time domain impulse
responses shown in Figure 5.
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Fig. 5. Top: Impulse responses, shifted in time to align the main peaks.
Bottom: Frequency responses. For both plots the black line shows the average
value across all elements and the grey fill shows the range of values across
all elements.

The frequency response for each element was calculated
using a Fast Fourier transform, and then normalised (Figure
5). A Gaussian fit to each spectrum was used to allow cutoff
frequencies to be more easily approximated. The mean centre
frequency was 2.53 MHz ± 0.12 MHz and the mean lower
and upper -6 dB cutoff frequencies were 1.17 ± 0.15 MHz and
3.87 ± 0.16 MHz, although there may not be useful energy
at all intermediate frequencies, since a local minimum occurs

between 1.65 MHz - 1.8 MHz. After normalisation, the stan-
dard deviation in amplitude between elements is 8%, averaged
across all frequencies, which again represents a low inter-
element variation. This can also be seen in the time domain
traces, where the main pulses have a highly uniform shape, and
the trailing reverberations also show similar features. The low
inter-element variation suggests that the frequency response of
the full ring array could be modelled based on measurements
from only a small subset of elements, further simplifying
image reconstruction for end users.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

A prototype 16-element transducer array has been developed
for use as part of a modular ring array UST system. Low
inter-element variation was shown in the skew, beamwidth
and frequency response, which could simplify the assumptions
required during image reconstruction, and remove the need for
end users to characterise individual elements. These factors
could lower the barrier to entry for researchers starting prelim-
inary UST work. Next, the full 256-element, 16-module ring
array system will be fabricated and used for UST imaging. An
open source hardware distribution will be released, including
CAD models, files for PCB production and 3D-printed parts,
and detailed documentation of manufacture procedures.
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